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Hungarian PM Orban and his Polish counterpart Morawiecki aligned and solidified objections to
the rule of mechanism during their meeting in Budapest on Thursday. The joint declaration signed
by both PMs implies that they are not willing to make substantial concessions to overcome the
impasse caused by their veto and unlock hundreds of billions of euros which are urgently required
by EU countries to start rebuilding their economies from a recession caused by the coronavirus
pandemic.
“Our objective is to prevent a mechanism which would not strengthen, but undermine the Rule of
Law within the Union by degrading it to a political instrument. The proposed conditionality
circumvents the Treaty, applies vague definitions and ambiguous terms without clear criteria which
sanctions can be based and contains no meaningful procedural guarantees”, defiant Hungarian and
Polish prime ministers wrote in their joint statement.
To reiterate the point we have made on previous occasions, reaching a compromise over the
contentious issue of linking the EUR 1.8 trillion financial package (the seven-year budget and the
recovery fund) and democratic standards is likely to prove difficult. For the governing Fidesz in
Hungary and the ruling Law & Justice in Poland it is not about EU funds, but preventing the
European Commission from interfering in their domestic policies and maintaining their grip on
power. Hungary’s PM Orban reportedly said that it would be a political suicide to agree to the rule
of law mechanism.
EU leaders are scheduled to meet on December 10-11 and we remain of the view that tensions
between Hungary/Poland and the rest of the EU may escalate in the coming weeks. We do see a
risk of a brief spike higher in EUR/PLN and EUR/HUF amid growing market realisation that it may
take much longer to solve this dispute and the redistribution of EU funds could be substantially
delayed which would be negative for European assets in the short-term.
Figure 1: EUR/PLN edges above the downside trendline which capped gains since mid-November

Source: Rabobank/Bloomberg

The price action in EUR/PLN has started to look more bullish as the downside trendline - which
capped gains since the middle of November – has been cleared (Figure 1). A close above the 4.50
pivot would be another indication that the short-term bias has shifted to the upside.
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A period of consolidation in EUR/HUF should be followed by another leg higher towards the
October high at 369.25 (Figure 2).
Figure 2: EUR/HUF consolidates its recent gains – this should be followed by another leg higher.

Source: Rabobank/Bloomberg
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Disclaimer
Non Independent Research
This document is issued by Coöperatieve Rabobank U.A. incorporated in the Netherlands, trading as Rabobank
(Rabobank) a cooperative with excluded liability. The liability of its members is limited. Rabobank is authorised
by De Nederlandsche Bank (DNB) and the Netherlands Authority for the Financial Markets (AFM). Rabobank
London Branch (RL) is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA) and subject to limited regulation
by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) and PRA. Details about the extent of our authorisation and regulation
by the PRA, and regulation by the FCA are available from us on request. RL is registered in England and Wales
under Company no. FC 11780 and under Branch No. BR002630. This document is directed exclusively to Eligible
Counterparties and Professional Clients. It is not directed at Retail Clients.
This document does not purport to be impartial research and has not been prepared in accordance with legal
requirements designed to promote the independence of Investment Research and is not subject to any
prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of Investment Research. This document does NOT purport to
be an impartial assessment of the value or prospects of its subject matter and it must not be relied upon by any
recipient as an impartial assessment of the value or prospects of its subject matter. No reliance may be placed by
a recipient on any representations or statements made outside this document (oral or written) by any person
which state or imply (or may be reasonably viewed as stating or implying) any such impartiality.
This document is for information purposes only and is not, and should not be construed as, an offer or a
commitment by RL or any of its affiliates to enter into a transaction. This document does not constitute
investment advice and nor is any information provided intended to offer sufficient information such that is
should be relied upon for the purposes of making a decision in relation to whether to acquire any financial
products. The information and opinions contained in this document have been compiled or arrived at from
sources believed to be reliable, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to their
accuracy, completeness or correctness.
The information contained in this document is not to be relied upon by the recipient as authoritative or taken in
substitution for the exercise of judgement by any recipient. Any opinions, forecasts or estimates herein
constitute a judgement of RL as at the date of this document, and there can be no assurance that future results
or events will be consistent with any such opinions, forecasts or estimates. All opinions expressed in this
document are subject to change without notice.
To the extent permitted by law, neither RL, nor other legal entities in the group to which it belongs accept any
liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss howsoever arising from any use of this document or its
contents or otherwise arising in connection therewith.
Insofar as permitted by applicable laws and regulations, RL or other legal entities in the group to which it
belongs, their directors, officers and/or employees may have had or have a long or short position or act as a
market maker and may have traded or acted as principal in the securities described within this document (or
related investments) or may otherwise have conflicting interests. This may include hedging transactions carried
out by RL or other legal entities in the group, and such hedging transactions may affect the value and/or liquidity
of the securities described in this document. Further it may have or have had a relationship with or may provide
or have provided corporate finance or other services to companies whose securities (or related investments) are
described in this document. Further, internal and external publications may have been issued prior to this
publication where strategies may conflict according to market conditions at the time of each publication.
This document may not be reproduced, distributed or published, in whole or in part, for any purpose, except with
the prior written consent of RL. By accepting this document you agree to be bound by the foregoing restrictions.
The distribution of this document in other jurisdictions may be restricted by law and recipients of this document
should inform themselves about, and observe any such restrictions.
Please email fm.global.unsubscribe@rabobank.com to be removed from this mailing list
A summary of the methodology can be found on our website www.rabobank.com
© Rabobank London, Thames Court, One Queenhithe, London EC4V 3RL
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